Objective High-normal, the 
Introduction

Impaired fasting glucose (IFG), the intermediate category between the normal and diabetic ranges of fasting plasma glucose (FPG), was first introduced by the American Diabetes Association (ADA) (1) and the World Health Organization (WHO)
.
In (9) and the last WHO/ International Diabetes Federation consultation (10) . This lower threshold was also adopted in the international criteria of the metabolic syndrome (11, 12) , a clinical entity that can be used as a predictor of type 2 diabetes (13) (14) (15) . dation that subjects with a FPG value of 100 to 109 mg/dL should be classified as "high-normal" and appropriate lifestyle modifications might be implemented (16) .
2003, the American Diabetes Association (ADA) reduced the lower limit of IFG from 110 mg/dL to 100 mg/dL to optimize the prediction of future type 2 diabetes (8), although this change has not been supported by the European Diabetes Epidemiology Group (EDEG)
Along with such changes in the upper limit of normal FPG, the Japan Diabetes Society in 2008 declared the recommen-
However, there have been only a few longitudinal studies on the progression of type 2 diabetes in Japanese subjects meeting with this new category, high-normal (17) (18) (19) . They and other investigators have also reported that metabolic variables such as A1c (18, 19) , blood pressure (20) , liver enzymes (21) , and waist circumference (22) (16) . At baseline, the subjects were classified into three categories: normal (19) , and 3.9 in a Spanish population (26 (34) . ALT may be a useful predictor to identify individuals at higher risk for future diabetes in high-normal subjects.
Diagnosis of IFG and diabetes
The diagnosis of high-normal, IFG and type 2 diabetes was based on FPG and treatment information according to the criteria of the Japan Diabetes Society
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Several limitations of this study should be considered. First, subjects were not recruited from a community-based sample but from a population engaging in a specific profession (99% of them were school teachers). The total incidence was relatively less compared to prior communitybased studies (18, 19 
